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TEXT: Isaiah 6s8 "And I heard the voice of the Lord saying,
'Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?' Then I said,

'Here I am! Send me.'"

In a book entitled, Management and the Activity Trap., George
Odiorne tells of a large California company that decided to
produce a new kind of airplane. Designers went to work on the
designs. Engineers drew up blueprints and specifications.
Production people installed the necessary machinery. And the
company's top salesmen set out to sell it. There was just one
problems Because of a serious oversight, the planes were priced
to sell at a heavy loss.

Finally, a cost accountant discovered the problem and
informed the company management. And what do you think they did?
Well, first of all, they fired the accountant. And then everyone
redoubled the effort to build and sell more airplanes. And
before someone finally came in and put a stop to such nonsense,
the company had lost nearly 300 million dollars.

Now these were not stupid people. But according to Odiorne,
everyone had been caught in what he calls "the activity trap."
Designers designed. Engineers engineered. Production produced.
And sales people sold. But no one —except that fired
accountant— seemed to be concerned about what is often called

"The Bottom Line." That final entry on a profit and loss sheet
which tells whether or not they made a profit.

That may seem hard to believe. .How could anyone be that
foolish? And yet Odiorne insists that churches often find
themselves in the same situation. He writes, "With few
exceptions, churches have seen their effectiveness decline and
with it their membership. If the members have not disappeared
from view, their commitment has diminished. The explanation?
The typical church is an activity trap. Having lost all sight of
the higher purposes for which it was originated, it now attempts
to cover up for this loss by an increased range of activities.
Covered dish suppers, basketball leagues, great books clubs,
couples clubs, golden age societies, birdwatchers, bazaars, and
pageants without end clutter the programs of the churches."

Now, I would probably challenge the word "clutter." Each of
those activites could be defended as a legitimate means of
serving the Gospel. But remember —and this is Odiorne's point—
they are only means and never ends. This is true even of the






